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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is twofold: first, to present universal adaptive stabilizers for
large classesof one-dimensional nonlinear systems, and second,to derive results on the
“decay rate” of the closed loop solutions, which for linear systems turns out to be
exponentialin the genericcase.

1. Introduction
Universal adaptive stabilizers (UAS) are usually designedfor the stabilixation of large
classesof linear systems [l]. There have also been investigations to allow for certain
nonlinearities [2]. To this end the performance of UAS’s for linear systems was
examinedwhen nonlinearities were present. But one typically had to assumethat these
nonlinearities were linearly bounded.The adaptive controllers introduced in [3] work for
more generaltypes of nonlinearities (and even for systemsof relative degreegreater than
one), but are not universal in our sense,and require a more precise knowledgeof the
nonlinearity. Here we take a different approach. Known feedback and gain parameter
adaptation laws are modified to designUASs for large classesof nonlinear systems.As a
result we came up with an UAS for all systemsof the form y = p(y) + q(y)u, p(y), q(y)
being some(possibly unknown) polynomials with p(0) = 0, and q(y) # 0 for all y E IR.We
alsoinvestigate the “decay rate” of the closedloop solutions. There has beensomeeffort
to achieveasymptotic stability with exponential decay [4]. Here we show that for linear
systems the “classical” UAS’s generically have exponentially decaying closed loop
solutions.

2. Universal Stabilizersfor Nonlinear Svstems
Let g(a) E Cw(lR)be a (given) analytic function satisfying
d-Y) = --dY), Y E @i
y=o
g(Y) =ow
g’(0) > 0.

We considerthe classXg of (nonlinear) systemshaving the form
y = F(y) + bu

(2)

for some(unknown) real constant b # 0, and for someF( 0) E Cw(R) with

w =$g E C”(lR) satisfying
Ih(

5 c, Y E IR

(3)

for some(unknown) constant c > 0.
To define an UAS for Xglet V( .) E C(W)be any function with

V(Y) > 0, Y # 0
V(0) = 0
ifry

V(y) =m
-hn

V’(Y)Y

> 0, Y # 0.

(4.4
w4
(44
(4-d)

and let N( .) E Cw(lR)be a function of Nussbaum-type, i.e.

sup;
k>O

k
$ N(c)da = +m
o

(5.4

We introduce the following feedbackand gain parameter adaptation law, resp.:

u = N(k)Is(Y)

(64

i = V’(Y) dY>

(64
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Theorem 1: Let g( l ) E C”(R) satisfy the conditions (1). Then the compensator (6)
satisfying (4) and (5) will stabilize any system (2) in the classEg in the sensethat for
any initial value (y,, ko) a unique solution of the closedloop system (2), (6) exists for all
t 2 0 and satisfies
lim y(t) = 0
t+m
lim k(t) = kmclR
t+m

Remarks:
For g(y) = y Eg clearly contains all linear systems y = ay + bu, b # 0. The
generalform of (6.b) includes the standard adaptation laws y = 1y 1r for any r E lN
(a so r = l), as well as for examplek = -LL
lyl’+l

for any r E IN.

It can easily be checkedthat for g(y) = y2k+1 + y Eg contains all polynomials
with degreeless or equal 2k+l and zero constant term. And for g(y) = sinh y Eg
contains all polynomialswith zero constant term.
Proof of Theorem 1: The derivative V w.r.t. the closedloop system (2), (6) is
+ (Y) = V’bkb)(h(y)
+ bW)SinceV’(y)g(y) 2 0 by (l), (4.d), this givesus becauseof (3)

i(Y)

I V’(YMY>

(c+Wk))

implying by virtue of (6.b):
k
0 5 V(Y) I $ (c+bN(a))du + V(y,).
kO
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k(t) is monotonically increasing since k 1 0 and k(t) is bounded (where it exists)
otherwise (5) would lead to a contradiction in (8). (4~) implies that y(t) is alsobounded
(where it exists), hence the solution (y(t), k(t)) can be continued to all of [0+x1).We
have shown (7.b).
To show (7.a), there is a sequencetilm s.t. lim k(ti) = 0. By (6.b), (1) and (4) and since
i+a
y(t) is bounded we can concludelim y(ti) = 0.. y can be written as a function of k and
i+a,
we have g = h(y)+bN(k), hence
k
V(k) = $ (h(y)+bN(c))da + V(k,).

(9)

kO

The integrand is bounded, so V(k) is left continuousin km. Thus, V(y(t)) convergesas t
goesto CO
and, consideringV(y(ti)), the limit is zero. This proves (7.a).

0

We have establishedasymptotic stability of the closedloop trajectories. To examine the
“decay rate” the idea is to linearize (6.b) at k = km:
a("

(y)g(y))
6%

where f(k) := f

=

(v

+ g'(y))

f)(k)

WY)

(h(y)+bN(c))da. To evaluate this term at k = km we note that clearly

y(t) cannot change signs, so y(t) goes to zero either from left or right. But V(m)
restricted to either side is analytic, hencefor some n E DI V(j)(O) = 0 for 0 5 j < n and
V(“)(O) # 0, and we obtain

qv ’ (y)g(y))
ak

I k=k

= ng’(0) P(k,).
m

Thus, for z = k-k,, (6.b) reads
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i = x@(O)P(k,) z + O(z2).
Sincez is monotonically increasingto zero this implies by (1.~) P(k,) I 0.
If fy(km)< 0, we can apply the comparisonmethod [5] to the equation

IYI * = (W,) + O(k-k,) d I YI >
to obtain the result formulated in Theorem 2. What remains to show is that the case
f’(kw) = 0 “hardly ever” occurs. By (9) we have f(k,) = -V(y,). For fixed k, we
examinethe set of yo-values such that P(ka) = 0.
Theorem 2: Let k, be fixed. Assumethere exist A > 0, E> 0, such that

Ih’b)l 5 W’(y)1

for 1~1I e

(10)

There is a discrete set S c lRwithout finite limit points such that the following holds for
allyoEIR\S:
The closedloop solution y(t) satisfies

IYWI 5 Iw
where $J(.) is given by

II,

= -P dl4

@(0) = Nu,l>;
hereby #~(a)is some strictly monotonically increasingfunction with $(O) = 0 and /3 > 0
is someconstant.
Proof: It only remains to show that the set of yo-values such that P(k,) = 0 is discrete
and has not finite limit points. But P(k,) = h(0) + bN(kw), and clearly the set of zeroes
of cp(k)= h(0) + bN(k) E Cw has these properties.
Considernow the differential equation (for z* = V(y) I yER*)

7

j$

(11)

= h(V*(z*)) + bN(k)

where V*(z) =

V-‘(z)
0

z > 0 (where V = VjR*)
Z<O

Sinceh( ) E Cw and becauseof (10) equation (11) satisfies the conditions of existence
and uniquenessof solutions in any compact set. Therefore, if yoio > 0, V(y,) # V(y,)
l

implies km(V(yo)) # k,(V(yo)), where k,(V(y,))

is the first zero of the solution of (11)

with initial condition zS(ko) = V(yo); s = sign y,. Consequently,the correspondingset
of initial conditions y, is alsodiscrete and has no finite limit points.

0

At this point we specializeto the caseg(y) = y. All linear systems
Y = ay + bu, b # 0,

(2-a)

are in Xg, and condition (10) is always met, so the closedloop solution of (2.a), (6) will
tend to zero exponentially for almost all initial conditions (the set where this doesn’t
hold dependsof courseon the system parameters) with decay rate a + b N(k,). k(t) is
monotonically increasingto somefinite limit k = k, which is the smallest k 1 ko, such
m
that f(k) = -V(y,) (seeFig. 1).

r

Figure 1
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So, the number of switchings between the %ight” and the “wrong” sign equals the
number of extremal points of f(k) between k, and kl. In the example that is shown in
Fig. 1 we have three switching times al, 02, a3.
4. ConcludingRemarks
In a forthcoming paper we will extend these results to higher dimensional nonlinear
affine systems. Here we only want to mention the following simple extension of our
results:
Let g( l ), r( 0) E C?(ik) be (given) analytic functions with g( -) satisfying (1) as before and
r( 0) satisfying
r(e) 2 cr > 0.

(1-d)

We considerthe larger classEgr 1 Eg of systemshaving the form
9
Y = F(Y) +

Q(Y)u

with F(-) E Cw(lR), h( 0) = 3

(2*)
E Cw(IR) satisfying (3) as before and Q( -) E CU(lR)

satisfying

for some(unknown) constants dI, d2 > 0.
And we take the following feedbackand gain parameter adaptation laws
u = N(k)

1;= V’(Y)

(6.a*)
dY>

(6.b)

where V(a), N(-) are as previously introduced ((4) and (5), resp.). Then the
correspondingversionsof Theorems1 and 2 are true.
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The proofs remain practically the sameif one usesthe new time variable
7 = j r(yb)) d0 and the following additional condition for Theorem 2:
0
there exist K, 6 > 0 such that 1(Q(y)/r(y))’ 1 < Kj V’(y) 1 for 1y 1 3 6.
As an example, if g(y) = sinh y, r(y) = cashy, then Xg r contains all systemshaving the
,
form

;r = P(Y) + q(y) u
where p(y), q(y) are somepolynomialswith p(0) = 0 and g(y) # 0 for all Y E IR.
.
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